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Abstract 

The hyperbolic phonon polaritons supported in hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) exhibiting long 

scattering lifetimes are advantageous for applications like super-resolution imaging via hyperlensing. 

Yet, challenges exist in hyperlens imaging to distinguish individual and closely spaced objects and in 

correlating the complicated hyperlens fields with the structure of an unknown object underneath the 

hyperbolic material. Here, we make significant strides to overcome each of these three challenges. 

For the first two, we demonstrate that monoisotopic h11BN (>99% 11B) provides the ability to 

experimentally resolve structures as small as 40-nm and those with sub-25-nm spacings, inferring at 

least 154- and 270- times smaller than free-space wavelength, showing improvements in spatial 

resolution. We also present an image reconstruction algorithm that provides a structurally accurate, 

visual representation of the embedded objects using only the hyperbolic dielectric function and 

thickness as input parameters. Further, we offer additional insights into the frequency dependence 

for realizing optimal hyperlens performance. Thus, our results significantly advance label-free, high-

resolution, spectrally selective hyperlens imaging and image reconstruction methodologies.  

mailto:josh.caldwell@vanderbilt.edu
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Introduction 

Sub-diffractional imaging in conventional optical microscopy is not possible due to Abbe’s diffraction limit, 

as light scattered from deeply sub-wavelength objects rapidly decay from the surface, resulting in 

evanescent fields that do not propagate into the far-field. The hyperlens concept provides a promising 

approach to overcome this challenge. This approach exploits hyperbolic polaritons (HPs) supported in 

highly anisotropic materials exhibiting a dielectric permittivity tensor that is opposite in sign along 

orthogonal directions, e.g., (𝜀𝑡 > 0, 𝜀𝑧 < 0) or (𝜀𝑡 < 0,  𝜀𝑧 > 0), where 𝜀𝑡 = 𝜀𝑥 = 𝜀𝑦 and 𝜀𝑧 are tangential 

and axial permittivities, respectively1-3. In the anisotropic region, high-k wavevectors can propagate at an 

angle consistent with the material dispersion, and the angle 𝜃 can be defined to the surface normal (z-axis)4-

6:  

𝜃 = 𝜋 2⁄ − 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛(√𝜀𝑧 𝑖√𝜀𝑡⁄ ).             (1) 

The scattering off of a sub-diffractional object can therefore launch HPs into the hyperbolic slab, which 

will then propagate at this frequency-dependent angle to the opposite surface where they can be directly 

probed (Fig. 1a). For a curved hyperbolic material7,8,  these hyperbolic “rays” propagating along the radial 

directions are expanded, resulting in magnified hyperlens fields that can become resolvable in the far-field 

when the features expand beyond the diffraction limit. This is also possible through (flat) metalens 

designs9,10, or in the near-field via probes such as scattering-type scanning near-field optical microscopy (s-

SNOM)5,6, which we have employed here. 

Hyperlensing for sub-diffraction-limited imaging was originally demonstrated with artificial hyperbolic 

metamaterials (HMMs)7, i.e., metal and dielectric stacks7,8. However, these HMMs suffer from high optical 

losses inherent in the metallic layers, which limits the transmission efficiency and the maximum 

wavevectors accessed, restricting the minimum resolvable feature size. In contrast, natural hyperbolic 

materials5,6,11,12, such as hexagonal boron nitride (hBN), have considerablly reduced optical losses. The 
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hyperbolicity of hBN comes from two sets of optic phonons that are spectrally separated, giving rise to two 

distinct Reststrahlen bands (upper, URB and lower, LRB) where 𝑅𝑒(𝜀) < 0 along at least one axis. Within 

these bands hyperbolic phonon polaritons (HPhPs) are supported, enabling hyperlens imaging5,6,11. 

Although hBN exhibits reduced optical loss compared with HMMs5,6,11, the spatial resolution and the 

HPhPs transmission are still limited. Further, instead of magnified images, the hyperlens fields collected 

represent complex products of (sub-wavelength) diffraction, posing challenges to identify the imaged 

objects without prior knowledge.  

Here we address these challenges by combining material developments with an image reconstruction 

algorithm. With the implementation of monoisotopic h11BN (>99%) we reduce the optical loss by three-

fold, resolving objects as small as 44-nmm in diameter and interparticle gaps of < 25-nm. Based on the 

smallest object imaged, we report a normalized resolution of at least 𝜆𝐹𝑆/154, where 𝜆𝐹𝑆 is the free-space 

wavelength of the incident light, representing a nearly four-fold improvement compared with previous 

reports of hyperlens imaging using naturally abundant (NA) hBN5,6. Equally promising, the hyperlens fields 

from monoisotopic hBN are significantly improved due to the higher transmission efficiency, tripling the 

peak-signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) over NA hBN for slab of the same thickness. Moreover, we also provide 

and demonstrate a backpropagation method to identify spatial locations and sizes of unknown objects from 

the hyperlens fields, using only the dielectric function and thickness of hBN as input parameters enabling 

the potential for on-the-fly conversion of the collected hyperlens fields into object images. In addition, we 

also offer insights into the frequency dependence for optimizing hyperlens performance. The combination 

of monoisotopic h11BN and computational image processing highlighted here therefore provides significant 

advancements towards practical mid-infrared (MIR) hyperlens designs, and lays the foundation for future 

works investigating the potential for practical spectroscopic hyperlens imaging. 

RESULTS 

In the simplest case, the frequency-dependent angular propagation of the HPhPs can be visualized using a 

ray-tracing picture (Fig. 1a). Here, evanescent fields are produced as long-wavelength MIR light is 
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scattered by a sub-diffractional object, which launches propagating HPhPs due to the requisite momentum 

and the proximity to the hyperbolic slab. These volume-confined HPhPs propagate at the frequency-dictated 

angle through the slab (Eq. 1) until they reach the opposite surface1, where they are reflected (Fig. 1a). 

Although sub-wavelength modes cannot propagate into free space, this reflection at the top surface results 

in evanescent fields that extend just above the surface of the hyperbolic slab that can be probed via external 

means sensitive to near-fields, such as s-SNOM5,6. For frequencies close to that of the longitudinal optic 

(LO) phonon of hBN (the upper bound of the hBN URB), the propagation angle will be near normal (Fig. 

1e), resulting in hyperlens fields probed on the hBN top surface that approximates a slightly magnified 

replica of the underlying object. On the other hand, reducing the illumination frequency increases the 

propagation angles of the launched HPhP rays, leading to an enlarged hot-ring diameter D(ω) and a wider 

separation between concentric rings, as shown in Fig. 1b-d.  

To demonstrate this experimentally, we fabricated a series of nickel structures by electron beam lithography 

and a standard lift-off procedure (see methods), afterwhich flakes of NA (125-nm thick) and 11B-enriched 

(>99%) hBN (125 nm thick) were mechanically exfoliated and transferred on top of these nickel disks. 

While both 10B- and 11B-enriched hBN have been grown with high purity13-15 with enhanced phonon 

lifetimes and propagation lengths over NA materials16,17, h11BN  (>99%11B) was chosen for these studies 

due to the near-negligible spectral shift in the optic phonons, i.e., (𝜔𝑇𝑂~1359.8, 𝜔𝐿𝑂~1608.7 cm-1) with 

respect to NA material (𝜔𝑇𝑂~1360, 𝜔𝐿𝑂~1614  cm-1). Therefore, this small variation in the spectral 

response allows direct comparison between the NA and isotopically enriched hyperlenses at the same 

incident frequencies while preserving roughly equal values for the real part of the permittivity. Here, we 

have chosen 125 nm flakes for both the h11BN and NA hBN slabs, therefore isolating the role that loss 

reduction plays in improving hyperlens performance.  
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Hyperlens fields of isolated and closely spaced structures 

To compare the imaging performance of NA hBN and h11BN, we first measured the hyperlens fields 

resulting from scattering of a MIR light by a 44-nm diameter disk embedded beneath each of the two hBN 

slabs, collected via s-SNOM (Fig. 2a-b). The lower losses of h11BN (Fig. 2a) lead to a stronger s-SNOM 

amplitude contrast than NA hBN at the same frequencies (Fig. 2b). Further, the longer propagation lengths 

of the h11BN HPhPs increase in the number of internal reflections (and thus, more concentric hot-rings) that 

occur before the HPhPs decay (Fig. 2a,c vs. Fig. 2b,d). To quantitatively compare the transmission 

efficiency between the two forms of hBN, we benchmark the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of the two 

hyperlens systems. While the noise levels for both s-SNOM images are very similar (details included in SI, 

section IV; 0.011 for NA hBN versus 0.014 for h11BN), the amplitude of the collected signal from the 

h11BN hyperlens is much stronger. Specifically, line scans from this hyperlens field (Fig. S4a) indicate that 

the signal is far above the noise level, resulting in a PSNR of 11.5. In contrast, the comparable hyperlens 

fields using NA hBN are just resolvable due to low signal strength, with a corresponding PSNR of only 

3.64 (Fig. S3, Fig. S4a, Table S1). As such, the ability to resolve such small structures at ω=1480 cm-1 (λFS 

Fig. 1: Sub-diffractional focusing and imaging through hBN a Schematic illustration of the hot rings/fringes on the top surface 

and within the hBN as a result of multiple reflection of the HPhPs launched from the edges of the sub-diffractional nickel disks 

embedded beneath 125-nm thick h11BN slab. Inset: a SEM image of the 44-nm disk. b-e The simulated cross-sectional E-field 

distribution for a 40-nm disk embedded under a 125-nm thick h11BN flake at ω=1433 cm-1, 1500 cm-1, 1560 cm-1, 1600 cm-1 

respectively. f, The calculated propagation angle ( 𝜃 ) of HPhPs within h11BN as a function of frequency. Open squares 

correspond to spectral positions for experiments and simulations discussed. 
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= 6.76 µm) implies sub-

diffractional imaging resolution 

of at least λFS/154 for both 

hyperlens systems, a nearly 

four-fold improvement over 

previous reports with NA 

hBN5,6. Based on the 

comparative PSNR values, the 

λFS/154 do not represent the 

imaging power limitations of 

the monoisotopic hyperlens, 

but instead represent simply the 

results from the smallest 

structures realized in this study. Thus, it is anticipated that the h11BN hyperlens can provide substantial 

additional resolving power for even smaller objects, while the NA device is at or close to its resolving 

power. This overall improvement via h11BN thereby facilitates the transition to thicker and/or curved films 

that could enable sufficient magnification for far-field hyperlens approaches.  

For practical use, a hyperlens must resolve not only isolated objects, but also multiple closely spaced 

structures. To validate this capability, we consider a 2x2 array of 100-nm diameter, 30-nm tall nickel disks 

with nominal separation distances ranging from 25 to 125 nm (a top-view SEM image of the smallest gap 

array is shown in the inset of Fig. 2d). The corresponding hyperlens fields were collected via s-SNOM for 

both the h11BN and NA-hBN flakes with an incident laser at ω = 1480 cm-1, as provided in Fig. 2c and 2d, 

respectively. Consistent with the imaging of single disks, the image quality is superior for those collected 

through the h11BN slab. Furthermore, line scans across the disks, collected along the center and diagonal 

 

Fig. 2: Experimental demonstration of super high-resolution sub-diffractional 

focusing and imaging through natural and monoisotopically enriched hBN. (a,b). 

Near field amplitude image of 44 nm square at ω=1500 cm-1 for 11B and NA-hBN. (c, d) 

Near field amplitude image of a 2x2, 100 nm disk array with 25 nm gap separation at 

ω=1480 cm-1 for 11B and NA-hBN. Corresponding SEM images are inseted. 
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directions, reveal an even higher PSNR (37.75) for the h11BN hyperlens compared to the NA slab (11.32, 

see Fig. S4b and Table S1).  

Image reconstruction algorithm 

While these efforts highlight improvements in the PSNR for the collected hyperlens fields, directly 

identifying the structure of underlying objects from these measurements is still challenging. Because HPhP 

rays are launched from all edges of the object into all directions, the resultant concentric patterns give rise 

to complicated fields even for simple systems such as an isolated disk (Fig. 2a). For more complex objects 

or multiple closely spaced structures, such patterns highlight extensive interference between the 

overlapping HPhP rays, making the collected fields complicated and not easily identifiable as the objects 

they represent (Fig. 2c). In other words, the measured fields are not direct images and thus must be 

reconstructed into an image of the underlying object for the hyperlens concept to be useful. 

 

Fig. 3: Algorithm flowchart. The algorithm iterates between the experimentally measured field amplitude at the top of the crystal 

and the object field at the bottom of the crystal. The right-most image shows a sample measurement of the crystal output, the 

central image depicts approximate ray paths within the crystal, and the leftmost image represents the input field reconstruction 

after 200 iterations. We start the algorithm by enforcing the measurement condition; 𝐸𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 is the measured field, ∠ denotes the 

phase of the complex field (to be found), and 𝑛  represents the iteration number. The projection operator 𝛱  extracts the 

propagating modes from 𝐸(𝑛) by enforcing the boundary constraints on the input and output faces of the crystal. The angular-

spectrum propagation operator 𝒫𝑑 transports the propagating modes of the input field by a distance 𝑑. To match the boundary 

conditions at the bottom of the crystal, we add the evanescent modes (obtained from the previous iteration ℰ̂(𝑛−1)) to get the 

total field ℰ̂(𝑛) . We further apply the small object constraint to get our reconstruction. Subscripts 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝 and 𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑛 represent 
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propagating and evanescent components of a given electric field, respectively, ℛ𝑒(⋅) represents the real part of (⋅), and | | 
represents an absolute value operation. 

To address this challenge, we use the angular spectrum method to back-propagate the measured fields at 

the top surface of the hBN slab to the unknown scattering source at the bottom surface.  

The algorithm is a modified Gerchberg-Saxton (GS) algorithm18, as illustrated in the flowchart provided in 

Fig. 3. In the case of s-SNOM, only the z-component of the E-field, Ez, is measured by the s-SNOM tip. 

Nevertheless, propagation in the hBN is anisotropic, so the full vector near-field of the object must be 

retrieved. The algorithm starts with the measured s-SNOM image as the top-field profile, and the measured 

field is back-propagated to the bottom side of hBN by an inversed propagation function 𝒫−𝑑. From there, 

the field of the bottom object, representing the position and size of the object under hBN, can be extracted. 

The bottom field is then forward-propagated to the top surface, then again back-propagated to the bottom, 

and difference between “calculated top field” and “measured top field” is decreased during such an iteration. 

Iterations are continued until the calculated top field converges (within a pre-determined error) to the 

measured field distribution from s-SNOM. To match the boundary conditions at the bottom surface, this 

reconstruction includes evanescent as well as propagating modes. Empirically, we found that the incident 

field could be approximated with linearly independent plane waves (valid since the object is deeply sub-

wavelength), while the field inside the crystal could be modeled as a joint (scalar) field hybridizing the two 

polarizations. Forward propagation consists of the following steps: 1) coupling the light from the 

illumination source into the crystal; 2) advancing the propagating modes to the top surface (an 

approximation that gets better with increasing slab thickness); and 3) replacing the z-component of the top 

field with that of the experimentally measured one. More details are given in the SI, section VI. 

To test the reconstruction algorithm, hyperlens fields were collected from the h11BN hyperlens over the 

2x2, 100-nm diameter dot array with the smallest gap (~25 nm) at various frequencies (Fig. 4a-d). The 

acquired hyperlens fields are significantly different at each of these frequencies and illustrate consistency 

with predicted fields via Finite Element Method (FEM) simulations, as shown in Fig. 4e-h. Note that 

additional speckling is observed in FEM simulations, which is the result of high-order HPhPs superimposed 
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upon the fundamental HPhPs that are at the heart of our discussions here. To minimize the speckling so that 

the simulated hyperlens field is easier to read, the simulations in Fig. 4 are performed with artificially 

increased loss of h11BN by three-fold, and FEM simulations with original loss are included in Fig. S9. 

Although we focus on the s-SNOM amplitude fields in this study, we note that similar behaviors are also 

shown in s-SNOM phase maps (Fig. S5). 

Despite the complexity in the hyperlens fields from the 2x2 disk arrays (Fig. 4), the reconstruction algorithm 

successfully retrieves images of the underlying structures featuring accurate measurements of the structure 

size and alignment, as shown in Fig. 4i-l. The extracted diameter and interparticle gaps of the disks, 

averaged over the four incident frequencies, are 87 nm and 27 nm, respectively, which are in good 

agreement with the actual diameter (~100 nm) and gap values (~25 nm). While outside of the scope of this 

work, by correlating the multi-frequency measurements within the reconstruction protocol (rather than 

treating each frequency as an independent measurement), this method can be refined further to give an 

improved estimate of the underlying structures. The data summarized in Table S2 can also be used to 

Figure 4: Frequency-dependent hyperlens fields and reconstruction. (a-d) Near-field amplitude images of ~100-nm disk array 

with 25-nm inter-particle gaps, showing a strong dependence on the HPhP propagation angle. (e-h) Corresponding FEM 

simulations. (i-l) Reconstructed underlying structures from the corresponding s-SNOM images. 
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extract other information as well, for instance as a means to fine-tune the material dielectric properties,19 

such as the recent use of near-field measurements for optimizing the dielectric function of the biaxial 

hyperbolic cystal MoO3
20. Note that we perform this at different frequencies, i.e., different propagation 

angles of HPhPs (Eq. 1), which is also of significant importance for resonant materials, e.g., biomaterials, 

since imaging on/off resonance could provide strong material contrast, potentially useful in object material 

identification as well21,22.  

Hyperlens imaging figures of merit 

While our image reconstruction algorithm successfully retrieved  the underlying image of the embedded 

objects, realizing far-field IR hyperlenses also requires high image resolution and HPhP transmission. By 

implementing monoisotopic h11BN, we have significantly improved the image quality, which also shows a 

strong dependence on the incident frequency, as shown in Fig. 4. Thus, understanding how those factors 

influence the hyperlens field quality is imperative for future applications. As the fields collected by s-

SNOM are derived from HPhPs scattered from the metal/air edge underneath that propagate through the 

hBN hyperlens slab, two factors improve the quality of the imaged hyperlens fields: (a) the higher launching 

efficiency from metal object underneath hBN, and (b) the lower losses of h11BN. The launching efficiency 

is related to either the polarizability of the launcher (nickle disk here)23 or the momentum difference 

between hBN/launcher and suspended hBN24,25. As such, the launching efficiency either maintains a 

constant or slowly decreases with increasing frequnency (SI, section VIII). To describe the attenuation of 

the HPhPs as they propagate through the hBN slab, the quality factor (Q) is defined as follows26,27: 

𝑄 =  𝑘′𝑘′′ = 4𝜋𝑁,     (2) 

where 𝑘′ and 𝑘′′ are the real and imaginary parts of the wavevector, respectively, and 𝑁 defines the number 

of cycles before the HPhP wave decays to 1/𝑒. Thus, increasing 𝑄 implies a stronger hyperlens signal, and 

a higher amplitude of the first and each subsequent hot ring observed within the hyperlens fields. To find 
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𝑘′′ , an analytical model3,25-27 is employed to calculate both the real and imaginary part of the HPhP 

wavevectors propagating in hBN over any material:  

                𝑘(𝑤) = 𝑘′ + 𝑖𝑘′′ = − 𝜓𝑡 [atan ( 𝜀𝑜𝜀𝑡𝜓) + atan ( 𝜀𝑠𝜀𝑡𝜓) + 𝜋𝑙] ,     𝜓 = −𝑖√𝜀𝑧𝜀𝑡                    (3) 

where t represents the hBN thickness, ɛo and ɛs are the 

complex dielectric functions of air and the substrate, 

while l represents the HPhP mode order. Using this 

analytical model, we plot the 𝑄  of h11BN as a 

function of the incident (imaging) frequency in Fig. 

5, and we find that the 𝑄 is highest at around 1490 

cm-1 for both NA and h11BN. As such, we expect the 

best image quality for a given hBN-based hyperlens 

to occur near this peak-𝑄  frequency, which agrees 

with our experimental observations (Fig. 4). 

Although the analytical solution is not quantitatively 

accurate when the HPhP wavevectors are not significantly larger than the free-space values (more 

discussions are in SI, section VIII), this approach still provides qualitative guidance towards optimizing 

hyperlens operation and design in this regime as well.  

While the image quality is clearly influenced by the imaging frequency, the isotopic enrichment is still the 

dominant driver in the improved image quality we report. By comparing the 𝑄 of h11BN and NA hBN, we 

estimate that h11BN should provide an approximate three-fold increase in transmission, causing better image 

quality over the entire URB, as shown in Fig. 5. Consistent with this, the PSNR of hyperlens fields collected 

using h11BN are indeed three times larger than those using NA hBN, as discussed earlier and presented in 

Fig. 2, Fig. S5, Table S1.  

Figure 5: The Q factor for hyperlens imaging for different 

boron isotope concentrations. The Q factor for hyperlens 

imaging as defined in the main text is presented for NA-hBN 

(black curve) along with both h11BN (red curve) and h10BN 

(magenta curve) materials. The spectral range associated with 

a number of different chemical vibrational modes of interest 

are also provided, each designated by the extent of the black 

lines, with arrows indicating the spectral range extends 

beyond that of the Reststrahlen band. 
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It is important to note that spectral overlaps between the URB of hBN and the molecular fingerprint region 

of the MIR enables the potential for resonant hyperlens imaging (Fig. 5); that is, imaging of biologically 

relevant species at frequencies corresponding to the vibrational resonances of the materials for chemical 

identification. This could be especially beneficial for biological studies as the molecular vibrational bands 

of many molecules, e.g., the amide I and II bands of proteins28, fall within the frequency range of the URB 

of hBN. For resonant imaging of bio-materials, the largest hyperlens field contrast will occur at the chemical 

vibrational frequencies21,22, and h11BN and h10BN together cover a broad range of vibrational frequencies 

of interest, as shown by the overlayed black lines in Fig. 5. Thus, for different purposes, these two 

monoisotopic hBN materials (and potentially h10B15N and h11B15N if grown) could be used to optimize such 

imaging methodologies.  

Conclusion 

In conclusion, through the exploitation of ultra-low loss h11BN hyperlens devices, we demonstrate the 

ability to resolve the smallest features we fabricated (~44 nm), showing a record-high imaging resolution 

of at least 𝜆𝐹𝑆/154, which is a nearly four-fold improvement over previously reported data using NA hBN 

material5,6. Additionally, we demonstrate the ability to discern four closely spaced ~100 nm disks, even at 

interparticle separations of 25 nm, indicating the potential for imaging objects with separations that are on 

the order of 𝜆𝐹𝑆 /270. Note that the high PSNR of h11BN hyperlens fields suggests that the ultimate 

resolution limit has yet to be reached. Furthermore, the transmission of  h11BN is predicted to be three times 

higher than NA hBN, which is consistent with the three-fold increasement of PSNR measured 

experimentally, providing significant opportunities in employing thicker and/or curved hyperlenses 

necessary for far-field hyperlens designs. Further, using a numerical algorithm, we demonstrate precise 

image reconstruction and accurately retrieve the details of the embedded 2x2, ~100 nm disk array with ~25 

nm gaps, validating this as a potential methodology for detecting unknown sub-diffractional objects. 

Combining the numerical algorithm and ultra-low loss monoisotopic hBN, we provide the broad potential 

of imaging modalities, such as resonant hyperlens imaging with incident frequencies coincident with the 
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vibrational frequencies of materials. We also offer analytical calculations of the frequency dependence of 𝑄, necessary for realizing optimal performance. Therefore, this work also more broadly serves as a roadmap 

for designing hyperlenses using other newly discovered hyperbolic materials12,20,29-33 for sub-diffractional 

imaging, focusing and label-free detection.  
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METHODS 

Sub-diffractional Object Fabrication: To realize the hyperlens concept, sub-diffractional nickel (Ni) 

disks were patterned on SiO2 substrates using the Raith-150 electron beam writer. For the fabrication of the 

fine features by e-beam lithography, we used the ZEP520 resist. The e-write was followed by resist 

development, metal deposition and lift-off to realize the 30-nm thick Ni structures.  

Device fabrication: We used two forms of hBN crystals in our study, the naturally abundant and 11B  

enriched. The NA was procured from HQ Graphene, while the monoisotopic hBN crystals were grown by 

the precipitation hBN synthesized from nitrogen and elemental 11B (99.4%) from a molten metal flux of 

nickel and chromium. The crystal growth techniques utilized for h11BN are described in reference14,34.  Both 

types of hBN flakes of various thickness were obtained by standard exfoliation from the bulk crystals onto 

a PMMA/PVA (Poly-vinyl acetate) bi-layer stack on a silicon wafer. The PMMA/hBN stack is carefully 

and precisely transferred onto the fabricated hyperlens pattern, finally washing off the PMMA to obtain the 

hBN-based hyperlens devices. More details of this transfer technique are given in Ref35. 

Near-field imaging (Infrared s-SNOM Measurements and Analysis): Infrared nano-imaging was 

performed with a commercial (Neaspec GmbH) scattering-type scanning near-field optical microscope (s-

SNOM) based on a tapping-mode atomic force microscope. A quantum cascade laser (DRS Daylight 

Solutions) was used as the light source, which is focused onto a metallic tip oscillating at a tapping 

frequency of ~250 kHz with a tapping amplitude of around 60 nm. The scattered light was detected using 

a liquid nitrogen cooled HgCdTe (MCT) detector. To suppress far-field background signals, the detected 

signal was demodulated at a harmonic 𝑛 of the tapping frequency. In this work, we used 𝑛 = 3. Additional 
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description of the s-SNOM technique is available elsewhere36. The data presented in the paper was collected 

from two systems: system 1 at Columbia Univerisity, and system 2 at Vanderbilt University. 

Numerical Simulation of Near fields and spectra: Electromagnetic simulations of hyperlense fields on 

the top of hBN were carried out using the frequency-domain solver in CST Studio Suite 2018. The model 

consisted of a 125-nm thick slab of hBN (lateral size 5 um) on top of Ni disks matching the experiment, 

which were placed onto a 270-nm thick thermal SiO2 substrate. This model was excited through the 

substrate with normal incidence plane waves using Floquet boundary conditions. In order to minimize 

speckle in the simulated fields, the nickel disk edges were rounded (blend radius 10-nm), and the mesh 

density was enhanced to a maximum tetrahedron dimension of 3-nm within the nickel disks themselves. 

Furthermore, the mesh density was also enhanced to 30 nm within the hBN in a 1 um square above the 

disks. Further, for the simulations in Fig. 3, the damping constant of the h11BN was increased three-fold. 

We rotated the extracted field of one polarization and summed it with the unrotated one to reproduce the 

experimentally measured image.  

Data Availability:  The data that supports the finding of this study are available from the corresponding 

author on reasonable request.  

 

 

 



Figures

Figure 1

Sub-diffractional focusing and imaging through hBN a Schematic illustration of the hot rings/fringes on
the top surface and within the hBN as a result of multiple re�ection of the HPhPs launched from the
edges of the sub-diffractional nickel disks embedded beneath 125-nm thick h11BN slab. Inset: a SEM
image of the 44-nm disk. b-e The simulated cross-sectional E-�eld distribution for a 40-nm disk
embedded under a 125-nm thick h11BN �ake at ω=1433 cm-1, 1500 cm-1, 1560 cm-1, 1600 cm-1
respectively. f, The calculated propagation angle (θ) of HPhPs within h11BN as a function of frequency.
Open squares correspond to spectral positions for experiments and simulations discussed.



Figure 2

Experimental demonstration of super high-resolution sub-diffractional focusing and imaging through
natural and monoisotopically enriched hBN. (a,b). Near �eld amplitude image of 44 nm square at
ω=1500 cm-1 for 11B and NA-hBN. (c, d) Near �eld amplitude image of a 2x2, 100 nm disk array with 25
nm gap separation at ω=1480 cm-1 for 11B and NA-hBN. Corresponding SEM images are inseted.



Figure 3

Algorithm �owchart. The algorithm iterates between the experimentally measured �eld amplitude at the
top of the crystal and the object �eld at the bottom of the crystal. The right-most image shows a sample
measurement of the crystal output, the central image depicts approximate ray paths within the crystal,
and the leftmost image represents the input �eld reconstruction after 200 iterations. We start the
algorithm by enforcing the measurement condition;  is the measured �eld,  denotes the phase of the
complex �eld (to be found), and  represents the iteration number. The projection operator  extracts the
propagating modes from  by enforcing the boundary constraints on the input and output faces of the
crystal. The angular-spectrum propagation operator  transports the propagating modes of the input �eld
by a distance . To match the boundary conditions at the bottom of the crystal, we add the evanescent
modes (obtained from the previous iteration ) to get the total �eld . We further apply the small object
constraint to get our reconstruction. Subscripts  and  represent propagating and evanescent components
of a given electric �eld, respectively,  represents the real part of , and  represents an absolute value
operation.



Figure 4

Frequency-dependent hyperlens �elds and reconstruction. (a-d) Near-�eld amplitude images of ~100-nm
disk array with 25-nm inter-particle gaps, showing a strong dependence on the HPhP propagation angle.
(e-h) Corresponding FEM simulations. (i-l) Reconstructed underlying structures from the corresponding s-
SNOM images.



Figure 5

The Q factor for hyperlens imaging for different boron isotope concentrations. The Q factor for hyperlens
imaging as de�ned in the main text is presented for NA-hBN (black curve) along with both h11BN (red
curve) and h10BN (magenta curve) materials. The spectral range associated with a number of different
chemical vibrational modes of interest are also provided, each designated by the extent of the black lines,
with arrows indicating the spectral range extends beyond that of the Reststrahlen band.
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